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We prove the following conjecture of Erdiis. Iff(n) is an additive function and 
l/x &, If@ + 1) -f(n)1 tends to zero as x tends to infinity, then f(n) is a 
constant multiple of log n. 
1. We say that a function f(n) defined on the set of positive 
integers is additive if (m, n) = 1 implies f (mn) = f(m) + f(n). If this 
equation holds for all pairs of integers, then we say that f(n) is completely 
additive. 
There are some theorems which show that if an additive function is 
“smooth” in some sense, then it must be of a very special type. Namely, 
P. Erdijs proved in [l] the following two assertions: 
(A) If f (n) is additive and f (n + 1) - f(n) --+ 0 (n -+ co), then f(n) is 
a constant multiple of log n. 
(B) If f (n) is additive and monotonic, then it is a constant multiple of 
log n. 
These assertions were proven by different methods and generalized into 
different directions later. 
Now we prove the following theorem which was conjectured by Erdijs 
(see HI, PI). 
THEOREM. If f (n) is additive and 
(1.1) 
then it is a constant multiple of log n. 
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Hence (A) immediately follows. Furthermore from the theorem the 
assertion (B) easily follows too. For this it is enough to prove that a 
monotonic and additive function f(n) satisfies the relation f(n) = a(n). 
2. First we prove that the condition (1.1) implies that f(n) is 
completely additive. 
Let p” be an arbitrary prime power. We prove that f(p”) = vf(p). 
Let d,(n) = maxk=l,...,A j f(n + k) - f(n)[. From (1.1) it is obvious that 
c o.(n) = o(x) (2.1) 
n&E 
for all fixed A. 
Let N be an arbitrary positive integer coprime to p. Then 
f(P”) - Yf(P> = f(P”W - a-4 - f(N). 
Furthermore, 
(2.2) 
f(P”N f 1) - $(p) - f(N + 1) 
= t1 {f(PjN + 1) - fWN + PI} 
holds. Since 1 f(pjN + 1) - f (piN + p)I < d,(pjN + l), therefore 
lf(p”N+ 1) - vf(p) - f(N+ 111 < i; 4,(pjN+ 1). (2.3) 
j=l 
Hence by (2.2) we have 
V(P”N - vf(p) - f(W G IfWN + 1) - ftp”W (2.4) 
+ MN+ 1) - fW)I + c h,(pjN+ 1). 
j=l 
Summing now over the N’s < x which are coprime to p, by (2.2) and 
(2.4) we have 
If(P”> - ti(P)I NIz ’ 
W,p)=l 
< c If(p”N+ 1) - f(~‘N)l + c IfWf 1) - f(W 
N<X N<‘z 
+ i c h(pjN+ 1). 
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Using that 
& 1 > cx (c > 0, const) 
(N&=1 
and applying (2.1) we have x If@‘) - ~f(p)I = o(x), whence f(p”) = 
r+(p), i.e., f(n) is completely additive. 
3. Let now f(n) be a completely additive function satisfying (1.1). 
Let p be an arbitrary positive integer greater than 1. We prove that 
~~21-f-$-J@l-+0 for x-+co, 
1% P 
(3.1) 
from whence our theorem will follow rapidly. Indeed, let pr , pz be two 
arbitrary integers, and let c1 = f&)/log p1 , cz = f(p,)/log pz . Since 
f(N) 
I Cl - c2 I < Cl - ~ log N + I I 
f(N) 
log-’ 
then by summing over N = 2,..., [x] we have 
I Cl - c2 I ([xl - 1) < f2 j gg - Cl 1 + ;c2 I& - c2 /. 
From (3.1) it follows that both sums on the right side have the order of 
magnitude o(x). Consequently c1 = c2 . Therefore, f(p)/log p is constant 
for p == 2, 3,...; and this proves the theorem. 
Thus it remains only to prove (3.1). Let x, = p” (V = 0, 1,2 ,... ), and 
let for ,x, < N < x,+~ 
N = 1 a,(N)pj 
j=O 
(3.2) 
be the p-adical representation of N. Then 0 < aj(N) < p - 1 (j = O,..., v), 
a,(N) 2s 1. For an arbitrary N let the sequence No ,..., NV be defined as 
follows. 
Thus we have 
Nk = c q(N) P”-~ (k = O,..., v). (3.3) 
j=k 
Nk--l = PhTlc + a,-,(N) (k = 1, 2 ,..., v), (3.4) 
and consequently 
I J-W,-1) - f(PNd G ~(PW. (3.5) 
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Let E > 0 be an arbitrary number, and 1 be an integer such that 
+ c 4(n) < 6 (3.6) 
11 <,r 
when x > x1. Let A4 = max,,,.+,If(m)~. Using (3.5) we have 
If(N) - (v - 0 f(P) - fvL-l)l 
d If(N) - f(PWl + IfWl) - f(PNA + *** + 
and hence 
v-l 
+ If(N&l) - f(PKl)l d c 4(PNk), 
k=l 
v-2 
I.fcN) - d-(P)1 < z If(P)1 + I f(Nv-l)/ + 1 d,(PNk)* 
k=l 
Using (3.7) we have 
where 
z <,c,, IfW) - a-# 
Y-- “+I 
v-l 
G 1 If(P>I x,+1 + z <;, If(Nv-di + c zk 3 
Y-. “+I k-l 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
For NE [x, , x,+~) we have Nk E [x,-, , x,-~+~). Furthermore any fixed 
m in [xVek , &++l) occurs exactly p” times as Nk . Therefore, 
xk=Pk 1 4(P4 G Pk c 44. 
““-&m-,+&k 12 Qs”+,-k 
By (3.6) & < EpkxV+2-k < EX,+~ , when k < v - 1, and so 
v-l 
c z;, < Ex,,+Z(v - f) < Evx,,+Z .
k=l 
(3.9) 
Since NV-C < x1+1 , we thus have 
c IfW-z)l < Mx,+I . (3.10) 
%<N<%s+l 
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Furthermore 1 If(~)1 = If(@)/ < M. Now from (3.8) by (3.9) and (3.10) 
we have 
o <A, If(N) - Vf(P>l < 2MX”,l + EV&+z . (3.11) 
Y. Yfl 
Taking into account that v = (log xJ/log p, and that 0 < log(N/x,) < 
log p for NE [x, , x,+~), we have 
f(N) /+-m/ 1 
log N log p 6 log x, - If(N) - vf(~)l + +$$. Y 
Hence by (3.11) we obtain 
S” % .,<~~“,, / g& - f(p> / 1% P 
< 
x,+1 If( + =fX”,l + EVX",2 
log X" 1% X" log* 
(3.12) 




d c S" d PM + If(P>I) “Tl * + 
Z-l 
-c 
"=O Y 10; p “=1 x”+2 * 




- = 0(x,) = o(x) 
"=I 1% X" 
and that 
Z-l 
c x,+2 -=c x,+1 m l 
"=l 
L 2 < 2P2A 
we have that 
liy+yP + & I$$&- - ___ f(P) < 2P2 . E. 
1% P 1% P 
Using that E is an arbitrary positive number, we obtain (3.1) which 
finishes the proof of our theorem. 
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